FOOD

THE QUICK

Sunbeam Duos Sous
Vide & Slow Cooker
A combined sous vide and
slow cooker, its 5.5L
capacity plus an electronic
temperature control and
countdown timer make
creating tender, succulent
meals using the sous vide
setting, or traditional soups
and casseroles with the slow
cooker setting, a breeze.
$199 sunbeam.com.au

SLOW
COOKER
GUIDE

Breville Fast Slow
Cooker (BPR200)
Combining a pressure cooker
and slow cooker, the 6L
non-stick cooking bowl and
stainless steel steamer offer
the option to sear and sauté,
slow cook, pressure cook
or steam foods. A choice of
three settings lets you go
between fast pressure or a
slow simmer.
$199.95 breville.com.au

If you’re busy working
and training, a slow
cooker can give you
wonderful home cooked
meals with minimum
effort, says Toni Krasicki.

W

hy slow cooking? Just ask
anyone who is juggling a
family, career and visits to the
gym, and they’ll tell you that
arriving home at the end of a
busy day to a nutritious home cooked meal
is a luxury. Slow cookers are perfect for busy
families and individuals always on the go.
Simply decide on what you feel like eating
that night, put the ingredients into the slow
cooker, set the timer, walk away, and a hot
meal awaits you at the end of the workday.
In addition to requiring minimal time and
effort, and being kind to your wallet, slow
cooking is packed with health benefits
too. Cooking this way cuts down on the
consumption of processed foods, and meat
prepared this way is not only more tender
but safer than charred and grilled meats
that have been linked with inflammation,
diabetes, heart disease and cancer.
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Vegetables cooked at a lower heat may also
retain more vitamins and minerals compared
to other forms of cooking, with nutrients
often recaptured in sauces and juices.

Types of slow cookers

Today, slow cookers come in all shapes
and sizes and cater to all budgets and
households. In sizes of 3.5 litres upwards,
and either round or oval to accommodate
different types of food, investing in a larger
capacity cooker, even if its only for one or
two people, means you can create enough
food for a few extra dinners or lunches.
Basic models look much like those that
were around in the 70s and are designed
to do one thing: simmer food at a low
temperature, unattended, for many hours.
They have basic features and none of the
bells and whistles of the more expensive
models.
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For limited kitchen space there are a
selection of slow cookers that also double up
as other cooking appliances such as a deep
fryer, pressure cooker, frying pan, bread
maker and even a yoghurt maker. The multifunction and award-winning Sunbeam Duos
Sous Vide and Slow Cooker adds a water
bath to its slow cooker feature that allows
up to five pouches of vacuum sealed food
to be cooked. The system is electronically
controlled and can cook food from one to 24
hours when operated as a sous vide. Others
such as the Breville Fast Slow Cooker can
sear and sauté, slow cook, pressure cook or
steam foods.
Other worthwhile features to look for
include an electronic timer and LCD display,
as it shows the remaining cooking time at a
glance. A delay start option feature is handy
if you plan on timing your cooking precisely
to be ready when you get home from work.

Several models include a pan that can go
right onto a cooktop, allowing meat to be
browned or seared before slow cooking, all
in the same pot. And if you’re worried about
safety, don’t be, as low-temperature slow
cookers are specifically designed to be used
unattended over long periods.
Choosing one with non-slip feet, cord
storage and heat resistant handles will give
you peace of mind for the added stability and
safety they offer.

Slow cooking tips

So you’ve got a slow cooker, what now?
As with any meal prepared at home, the
benefit is you have complete control over the
nutrient profile, deciding what ingredients
go into the pot. For instance, adding more
vegetables than called for in the recipe
increases the nutrient and fibre content of
the meal; it gives you lots of flexibility in

Kambrook Pressure
Express Digital
Pressure Cooker
This affordable “one pot
wonder” features sauté,
slow cook and pressure cook
functions with programs
that can be adjusted for each
recipe. The large 6L cooking
bowl is perfect if you’re
cooking for a crowd and the
control panel is handy.
$119.95 kambrook.com.au

shaping the profile of your food intake.
Recipes work best using tougher and
cheaper cuts of meat such as short ribs, pork
shoulders, lamb shanks and chicken thighs
as they remain juicier rather than leaner
cuts and white meat. The longer cooking
time and wet cooking method means that
meat becomes moist and tender without the
addition of fats or tenderisers. This method
is the ultimate in creating superb tasting
meals as the ingredients have plenty of
time to mellow and mix, and really blend in
and saturate the whole dish. It’s particularly
good for cooking winter favourites such as
casseroles, stews, curries and soups, where
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you can just throw in all the ingredients
without much preparation. But for a boost
in flavour, take a couple of minutes to brown
meat and sauté some of the vegetables like
onions before adding to the cooker. Even a
sprinkle of fresh herbs or a squeeze of lemon
juice provides a nice finishing touch at the
end of simmering.
Overall, for best results, fill the cooker to
no more than two thirds full, with meat and
vegetables cut evenly into small pieces for
rapid heat transfer.
And one last thing, if you’re adding wine,
make it a splash as alcohol doesn’t evaporate
in the sealed cooker.
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